Abstract-Computational fluid dynamics is used to calculate flows in the time-pressure dispenser. The analysis of different factors such as the yield stress, the power-law constants, the needle length, etc. will be useful in understanding the dispensing mechanism and thus allow for performance improvement. The numerical solution can provide more information about the wall shear stress and the pressure drop caused by a sudden contraction. The approximation error associated with the analytical method can be understood through comparison with the numerical results. Thus, an approximation compensation model may be derived for the analytical method to improve modeling accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION

F
LUID dispensers are widely used in semiconductor packaging processes in the electronics industry [14] , [12] . A basic type of time-pressure (air-over) dispenser is shown in Fig. 1(a) , where the fluid is delivered from a pre-filled syringe onto the boards or substrates due to the gas pressure. As the development of the advanced integrated circuit encapsulation (AICE) and surface mount technology (SMT) continues, dispensers are expected to achieve higher speed and increased accuracy. There are many factors that could affect the dispensing quality [16] , one of them is the time dependent variation of gas pressure. However, even under steady conditions, without a proper mathematical model it is difficult to understand the dispensing mechanism and influence of different factors on performance.
In industry, dispensing control and analysis are more heuristic and experience based, whereas in academia, the complete simulation of the dispensing process is a complex work requiring a large amount of computation. So far, the practical research has focused on the analytical approach of modeling the dispenser as a pipe flow [2] , [13] . The major limitation of this analytical method is its assumption of the fully developed flow as well as simplifications of Newtonian coefficients. Since the dispensing fluids, such as epoxy and acrylic, are non-Newtonian [10] , the results that work for Newtonian fluids usually do not work for nonNewtonian fluids. Chhabra [4] suggested an analytical method to include the effects of sudden changes in cross-section for nonNewtonian fluids. However, their results still rely on the fully developed assumptions at sections of both the syringe and the needle. Currently, it is still unknown how much error is associated with the simplifications in the analytical approach.
This paper provides a comparative study of the two different simulation approaches, numerical and analytical, under different working conditions and for different types of fluids including Newtonian and non-Newtonian. The numerical method is based on fundamental equations of fluid dispensing, and is therefore more accurate and able to disclose more about the dispensing process. The rheological behavior of the dispensed fluid is critical and therefore different viscosity functions are studied, which are classified into the generalized power-law model. Fundamental parameters of the fluid and the dispenser are chosen from experimental data published in the literature, [2] , [15] , [17] . Compared to the polymers that experience peculiar phenomena and slip hydrodynamic boundary condition (HBC) [8] , the shear stress at the wall in our study is relatively lower. Therefore nonslip HBC is assumed in both the analytical and the numerical methods. The shear rate in this paper is assumed to be invariant of the rate-of-strain tensor with details referring to Bird [1] . The finite volume method with the SIMPLEC algorithm is used in the numerical model [5] .
The numerical predictions of the dispensed flow rate are almost the same as the analytical results for Newtonian fluids. However, for fluids with stronger Non-Newtonian characteristics, the numerical results reveal the serious approximations associated with the analytical method [7] .
II. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS OF FLUID DYNAMICS
The fundamental equations of continuity and momentum are used to describe many fluid dynamic problems. In vector and tensor notation, the differential expressions are [1] (1a) (1b)
For an axisymmetric flow, shown in Fig. 1(a) , the momentum equation in the direction in cylindrical coordinates can be ignored as and , where is a general variable such as pressure or velocity. The steady, laminar and incompressible fluid equations for dispensing flows can be obtained from (1) Two important parameters associated with fluid are the Deborah number and the elastic effect [1] . The Deborah number is defined as the ratio of the fluid response time to the system characteristic time. The elastic effect, which is equivalent to the "memory" effect, usually means the ability of a material to return to its original shape. If the Deborah number is low and the elastic effect is negligible, the generalized power-law model is widely used in modeling of non-Newtonian industrial flows [18] (2e) where and is called as the yield stress which has the following features.
• Fig. 1(a) . After integration, we obtain Using boundary condition ( is finite at ), has to be zero, otherwise the shear stress would be infinite at the center. Therefore (3) So the shear stress at the wall is . Also from the above derivation, the shear rate has a simple expression:
(note: ). Then for a dispensing fluid with a generalized viscosity function (2e), the stress in a fully developed needle can be expressed as, For
There exists a radius in the dispensing flow section where . Using the boundary condition at , (4a) and (4b) can be integrated and the velocity profile can be obtained, as shown in (5a) and (5b). Then the volumetric flow rate is given in (5c), where the pressure drop is implicitly included in .For
From a force balance analysis of the fluid element shown in Fig. 1(b) , , the same shear stress given by (3), and then the same flow rate given by (5c) can be obtained (Chhabra, [4] ). However, the derivation of (3) through (5) shows the importance of the fully developed assumption for using the analytical method.
2) Flow in the Syringe (Between and ): In order to determine the gas pressure inside the syringe of a dispenser [ Fig. 1(a) ], the Bernoulli equation is used for fluid flow between and by omitting the friction loss Where and , and and are the average velocity and the kinetic energy correction factor at sections and respectively. is the entrance loss correction factor. As , the gas pressure is then given by (5d)
In some air-over dispensers there is a thin piston between the gas and the fluid. When the weight and friction of the piston is omitted the above equations are valid for a steady flow.
B. Numerical Method
Equation (5a) through (5d) give the point velocity as well as the flow rate under a certain gas pressure, but requires several assumptions and simplifications including fully developed flow inside the needle and the one-dimensional Bernoulli equation. Neglecting the exit effects, the length of the needle determines whether the flow is fully developed. The flow inside the entire length of the needle, especially near the section of , is certainly not fully developed. The other difficulty is to determine the empirical coefficient , which depends on the ratio of and the parameters of the fluid to be dispensed, such as , and . Coefficients for a Newtonian fluid are usually used in the analytical method such as Chen, [2] , in which was used for a slightly rounded entrance ( and ). For a sharp-edged entrance (Foust, [6] ), the coefficients' value might follow with , and . In order to understand dispensing better, the errors introduced by the assumptions and simplifications in the analytical method need to be discussed and considered. This can be accomplished using a numerical method.
For the axisymmetric dispensing flow shown in Fig. 1(a) , (2a) through (2e) are used in the numerical method. Without the fully developed assumption, the shear rate in the numerical method is given by (2d), which should be calculated in each iteration step for the simulation of the viscosity function shown in (2e).
A finite volume program for turbulent flows in environmental hydraulics [9] was modified to solve the dispensing problem. Variables were set on staggered grids and the SIMPLEC procedure (an improved semi-implicit method for pressure linked equations) was adopted [5] . The governing (2a) to (2c) for an incompressible fluid were written in the following general transport form as shown in (6a) (6a) where is the diffusion coefficient and the source terms for the two momentum equations are and respectively. Convective terms in (6a) are discretized by the QUICK scheme [3] , [11] . The diffusion and source terms are central differenced. Algebraic expression after discretization on each control volume is given by (6b), which forms a sparse coefficient matrix in the calculation domain. and are the linearized coefficients. Algebraic equations are solved by ADI algorithm (alternating-direction implicit iteration) [5] (6b) Half of Fig. 1(a) is simulated for an axisymmetric dispensing flow. The calculation domain is shown in Fig. 1(c) . There are 14 500 grid cells for the simulation. Mesh points are clustered near the needle and boundary. A finer grid containing 29 000 cells has been used and the difference between these two predicted flow rates is less than 0.12% after convergence. This numerical model checks for degree of freedom (velocities and pressure) convergence after every global iteration. Convergence criterion for simulation is (6c) where is the variable value at node of the current th iteration. The summation is performed over all nodes , using the absolute values of the differences.
IV. SIMULATION COMPARISON
There are many important parameters that will affect dispensing performance, including system parameters such as , , , and shown in Fig. 1(a) , fluid parameters such as , , and , and operating parameters such as pressure and , dispensing duration and temperature, etc. As mentioned in the first paragraph of Section III-B, there are simplifications and assumptions in the analytical method. To understand the fundamentals of the dispensing process and the limitations of the different modeling methods, simulation comparisons are carried out clarify the following questions. Table I .
The main output parameters are flow rate at exit and pressure drop inside syringe . The subscripts and refer to results of the analytical method and the numerical method, respectively. The difference in flow rate (percentage) relative to the analytical method (written as ) is calculated according to (7) where is the flow rate calculated by the analytical method (5c), and is the flow rate calculated using the numerical method (2a)-(2e). The pressure drop in the analytical method is calculated with (5d). It should be mentioned that the pressure gradient inside the needle in the numerical method is not a constant but has a 2-D feature. A more detailed explanation will be given in the last paragraph of Section IV-B.
A. Effect of Parameter for Newtonian Fluid
The effect of parameter will be examined for a Newtonian fluid using and in (2e). In the experiment of Spinazzola ( [17] ) with a Brookfield viscometer and very little temperature variation, the viscosities of silver filled epoxy samples are in the range of , varying with rotation rate and time. After a long time at a steady rotation, the viscosity gradually becomes stable. So three different values are tested for (24, 36 and 48 ) referred to as case 1.1 to case 1.3. Both the analytical and numerical methods in Table II show that . The difference between the analytical and the numerical results is about 2%, which shows the suitability of the analytical method for Newtonian fluids.
As in laminar flows, the term is quite small compared with the other terms in (5d). The value of (with the simplification associated with using 1-D Bernoulli equation) is essentially constant in Table II , although the flow rate changes from 93.45 to 46.73 .
B. Effects of Power Law Exponent for Non-Newtonian Fluid
The effects of the parameter will be examined for the case and in (2e), which is non-Newtonian fluid in the Power-law or Ostwald de Waele model. For fluids with , is not suitable to describe viscosity for very small shear rates, as it gives an unreasonably high value. Spriggs [1] suggested a truncated power law, , where , is the zero-shear-rate viscosity and is the value of the shear rate at which shear thinning begins. The analytical solution for the volumetric flow using the truncated power law is [1] (8a) When , the Ostwald de Waele expression for the flow rate (5c) can be described in (8b), with . This can also be obtained from (8a) by omitting the second term in the bracket (8b) Elastosol M23, which has a wide range of applications from joint sealing to structural bonding, is used in the following simulation. The adhesive characteristics of Elastosol M23 under steady conditions were and in Razban's experiments ( [15] ). Thus, we start with and in Case 2.1 which yields an analytical flow rate almost the same as that in Case 1.1. The effects of slightly decreasing are reported in Case 2.2 and Case 2.3. The wall shear stresses are the same for all cases in Table III with The analytical flow rate differences between (8a) and (8b) are less than for all cases. The flow rate is overestimated by the analytical method by up to 6.6% for . In the initial state of Razban's experiments, the value of n can be as low as 0.45 for Elastosol M23 and the coefficient was in the range of 1238-975.8 [15] , which could increase the error associated with the analytical method up to 9%.
It should to noted that a small change (3.6%) in can result in a large change (23%) in the flow rate (see the difference between Case 2.1 and Case 2.2). Therefore more attention should be paid to the power-law exponent , when calibrating experimental data.
As shown in Tables II and III , there is a much higher difference rate for the non-Newtonian fluid than the Newtonian fluid. The smaller becomes (stronger non-Newtonian features), the higher the difference rate is. Comparison between Case 1.1 and Case 2.1 with the same can give a better explanation. Two different paths in the dispenser, central axis and Fig. 1(c) , where nodes A, B and C are on the central axis, nodes D, E, F and G are along the sidewall.
• The analytical method assumes a constant pressure drop (5.008 ) between section S2 and S3 for both Case 1.1 and Case 2.1, which results in the same flow rate for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid and the same pressure drop along the two paths, as given in Table III . Pressure drop on all the positions of the syringe, including nodes on the central axis and the sidewall, will be the same as a single value.
• Numerical simulation provides different pressures for different nodes (including A-G) on these different paths and different fluids, as shown in Fig. 2 . The pressure along the central axis, which follows the curve marked by "o," may not be the same as that on the sidewall, which follows the curve marked by " ." The effects of a sudden contraction can be easily seen on nodes B, E and F which have the same coordinate on -axis but different pressure. The pressure drop in the numerical method appears in a 2-D feature instead of the constant that appears in the analytical method. A decreasing pressure along the central axis is one of the main reasons that the numerical flow rate is smaller than the analytical flow rate . This approximation error comes from the simplification of the 1-D Bernoulli equation as well as the assumption of Newtonian coefficients used in the analytical method. The flow rate is proportional to the shear stress to the power so that as decreases the error associated with the analytical solution increases.
C. Effects of Yield Stress for the Bingham Fluid
The effects of parameter are examined for non-Newtonian fluid in the Bingham model with and in (2e). Since the value of was not large in Razban's experiments [15] , are assumed here. The analytical method overestimates the flow rate in proportion to the yield stress, as shown in Table IV .
Under the same environment as in Fig. 3 , and thus collapse to a single correction function. Since the analytical model is often used in practical situations due to its simplicity, the relation curve in Fig. 3 can actually be used as a method of correcting the analytical method and therefore improve modeling results.
D. Effects of Needle Length
In this section, needles with different lengths are compared in Table V to determine their influence for the same needle inner diameter . Considering the fully developed flow assumption, it is obvious that a shorter needle will reduce the accuracy of the analytical method. A better explanation can be found from the simulation of wall shear stresses shown in Fig. 4 , where the wall shear stresses of Case 1.1 and Case 4.2 in the analytical method are constant as and 37 432 Pa, respectively, but the numerical simulation shows varying stresses especially near the contraction section. Because of the small velocity inside the syringe, the wall shear stress above the contraction section is almost zero. There is a shear stress jump near the contraction section S2, which is approximately twice the value at the exit section . The total shear force or total drag is the integration of the shear stress along the wall. The longer the needle, the smaller the jumping force is in comparison with the total force. Thus the fully developed flow assumption is not reasonable for the shorter needle because of its larger impact on the jumping force.
E. Effects of Fluid Height Inside the Syringe
The effects of on the flow rate can be easily observed by comparing different fluid levels inside the syringe in Table VI . No matter what kind of viscosity the fluid has, the change of fluid height inside the syringe will have little influence on the flow rate for either method, and of course the flow difference rate as well.
However, the above results are for a steady pressure only. As the syringe empties, it requires more time to compress a larger volume of air above the material to be dispensed. Thus, the varying liquid level will affect the transient response of the pressure, which results in the performance variation.
F. Effect of Syringe Diameter Ratio
If the diameter ratio is large, for example, as used in the previous simulation, the syringe functions as a reservoir. As the pre-filled fluid is dispensed, the level inside the syringe hardly changes during one droplet process, i.e., the fluid velocity inside the syringe is very small. This can be further confirmed in simulation results in Fig. 2 , where pressure drops very little in the syringe (upper part), i.e., a relatively constant pressure is maintained and the pressure drops quickly in the needle part. Under this circumstance, the analytical method will work with a small approximation because the syringe can be ignored and only the needle is considered. On the other hand, if the diameter ratio is small, the fluid velocity inside the syringe might be large enough that the wall stress inside the syringe cannot be omitted as well as the pressure drop inside the syringe. Therefore, the syringe has to be considered together with the needle. Under this circumstance, the analytical method does not work well due to the large approximation.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper compares two different modeling approaches for the time-pressure dispensing process: numerical and analytical methods. The simplified analytical solution can be directly derived from the partial differential equations (PDE). The simulation comparison can clearly show the approximation error of the analytical method due its assumption and simplification. The study of different factors, such as, flow rate, the pressure change and wall shear stress near the contraction section, etc., are helpful in understanding the dispensing mechanism.
1) The flow rate difference between the analytical and the numerical method is small for Newtonian fluids, approximately 2% with a long needle. 2) Numerical studies of and show that the stronger the non-Newtonian characteristics, the less accurate the analytical method is. 3) If the gas pressure can be maintained constant in a dispenser with a large diameter ratio then decreasing liquid level has little influence on the performance under a relatively constant flow rate. 4) The fully developed assumption will work well for the long needle; but for a short needle, it leads to more approximation error. 5) The analytical method is simple and can be easily used in practice, but the approximation error may be large and varies with conditions. If a compensation model can be derived such as the one shown in Fig. 3 , then the effectiveness of the analytical method can be improved.
